
Crash Landing
by Scott Seegert
JF Seegert
When his secret about not being a
genius becomes common
knowledge, Kelvin scrambles to
think of a way to impress his fellow
classmates at Sci-Fi Junior High.

How Oscar Indigo Broke
the Universe (And Put it
Back Together Again)
by David Teague
JF Teague
Nervously filling in for an injured
star player, a youth with limited
athletic skills and a magical gold
watch that can stop time
orchestrates winning a game.

Earth to Dad
by Krista Van Dolzer
JF Van Dolzer
Jameson begins to discover people
are hiding information about his
father and the Mars colony where he
lives.

Holly Farb and the
Princess of the Galaxy
by Gareth Wronski
JF Wronski
The wacky adventures of a talented
student who, along with her teacher
and the most annoying kid in her
class, are accidentally abducted by
alien pirates.

11/18 PG

Tentacle & Wing
by Sarah Porter
JF Porter
Ada is a Chimera, one of a number of
children born with human and
animal DNA thanks to a genetic
experiment gone wrong. When she is
shipped off to a quarantined school
for other kids like herself, she senses
the facility is keeping a secret.

Spacejackers
by Huw Powell
JF Powell
As a baby, Jake Cutler was separated
from his family and left on the planet
Remota, deep in the seventh solar
system. Eleven years later, Jake
carries a secret within himself that
could change the entire universe.

A Problematic Paradox
by Eliot Sappingfield
JF Sappingfield
Brainy student Nikola is recruited by
aliens to attend a boarding school
for geniuses where she makes
otherworldly friends and discovers
her own unusual powers.

The Truth About Martians
by Melissa Savage
JF Savage
When a flying saucer crash-lands
next to Mylo's Roswell, New Mexico,
ranch in 1947, he and his friends
Dibs and Gracie set out to find and
help the Martians.
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Cosmoe's Wiener
Getaway
by Max Brallier
JF Brallier
Cosmoe Earth Boy, captain of the
flying food truck Neon Wiener,
cruises the galaxy with his friend Big
Humphree protecting the universe.

Lucy and the Rocket Dog
by Will Buckingham
JF Buckingham
Building a prototype rocket ship in
her backyard, space enthusiast Lucy
is horrified when her beloved dog
wanders into the ship and is
rocketed into space.

What We Found in the
Sofa and How it Saved the
World
by Henry Clark
JF Clark
Discovering a rare crayon between
the cushions of a mysterious sofa
found at their bus stop, River, Freak
and Fiona unwittingly embark on a
quest to save the world from an
alien invasion.

The Long-Lost Secret
Diary of the World's Worst
Pirate
by Tim Collins
JF Collins
Thomas, a young man sailing with
his parents aboard a merchant ship
in the 18th century, tries to become
a pirate after Captain Bartholomew
Morgan takes over the ship.

Forgotten City
by Michael Ford
JF Ford
A deadly chemical called Waste
began to spread across the globe,
leaving devastation in its wake.
Millions died. Cities fell into chaos.
Kobi has always believed he and his
dad were the only survivors.

The Science of Breakable
Things
by Tae Keller
JF Keller
Given a school assignment to
answer an important question using
the scientific method, Natalie
endeavors to help her botanist
mother fight depression, an effort
that leads to a new understanding
that parents are people too.

Following Baxter
by Barbara Kerley
JF Kerley
When Professor Reese moves in next
door, Jordie enjoys helping her new
neighbor take care of her dog and
assisting in her laboratory, but she is
not sure what to do when the
professor goes missing.

Intergalactic P.S. 3
by Madeleine L'Engle
JF L'Engle
When Charles Wallace is old enough
to start school, Meg and Calvin seek
help from Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who
and Mrs. Which to find him a school
where he will fit in. Before he can
start, they will all have to pass an
unusual exam.

Enginerds
by Jarrett Lerner
JF Lerner
A member of a highly technical and
socially awkward band of nerds is
amazed when one of his inner circle
secretly constructs a personal robot
for each of them, triggering riotous
mayhem in the form of unexpected
malfunctions.

The Ark Plan
by Laura Martin
JF Martin
A century and a half after cloned
dinosaurs forced humans to move
into underground compounds, Sky
discovers a clue to the whereabouts
of her long-missing father and
ventures above ground on a quest.

Space Hostages
by Sophia McDougall
JF McDougall
Alice and her friends attend the
inauguration of the Morrors' new
home on a terraformed Alpha
Centauri moon only to be kidnapped
by hostile Krakilluks.

Omega City
by Diana Peterfreund
JF Peterfreund
Determined to prove her father's
beliefs about lost Cold War
technology, Gillian, her skeptical
brother and their friends journey to
the ruins of a vast doomsday bunker
before they are confronted by
dangerous adversaries.
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